Exchange Service!

We have now been producing our successful LiPo batteries for RC systems for more than seven years. However, it is often the case that after three to five years of use LiPo cells can no longer deliver their full capacity. 

If this occurs, please don’t throw your PowerBox Battery away!

In fact, the integral charge and electronic safety circuitry remain in full working order. Much better to send us your PowerBox Battery so that we can exchange the exhausted LiPo cells. We open the case, replace the exhausted LiPo cells with fresh batteries, close the case again and carry out a performance test. You can then enjoy a further three to five years of use from your PowerBox Battery!

Cost:
Exchanging the cells of the **1500 mAh PowerBox Battery**
30.00 Euro plus carriage.

Exchanging the cells of the **2800 and 3200 mAh PowerBox Battery**
40.00 Euro plus carriage.

Exchanging the cells of the **4000 mAh PowerBox Battery**
50.00 Euro plus carriage.